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ON COVERING OF REAL LINE BY NULL SETS TOMEK BARTOSZYNSKI
In this note it is proved that the least cardinal K such that R cannot be covered by f c many null sets cannot have countable cofinality, provided 2 ω -scale exists and 2 ω is regular cardinal. Using the same assumption a combinatorial characterisation of this cardinal is also found.
Let κ m be the least cardinal K such that the real line can be covered by K many null sets.
The goal of this paper is to give a combinatorial description of κ m . This problem was stated by Arnold Miller in [Mi 1]. We also aim to find a solution to the question asked by David Fremlin whether cf(κ m ) can be equal co.
We are able to answer the above questions using the additional assumption of the existence of 2 ω -scale in co ω . It is well known that the cardinal κ m is the same in R, as in 2 ω or any uncountable Polish space with totally σ-finite continuous measure. Thus without loss of generality we can work in the space 2 ω with the Lebesgue measure.
We shall use standard notation, co denotes the set of natural numbers. For n,k < ω the interval [n, k) is the set {i < ω: n < i < k). For n < ω 2" (2 ω ) is either the set of all 0-1 sequences of length n (co) or the cardinal 2" (2 ω )-depending on the context. For any set X \X\ denotes the cardinality of X. For any two finite sequences s 9 t s A t denotes concatenation of them. Finally, quantifiers V 00 and 3 00 abbreviate "for all except finitely many" and " there exist infinitely many" respectively.
1. In this first section we introduce the notation of small sets and we prove basic properties of these sets.
We start with the following well-known lemma.
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose H c 2 ω is a null set. Then there exists a sequence J n c 2" for n < ω such that Σ^= ι \J n \2~n < oo and H c {x e 2 ω : 3°°« x Γ n ej n ). D 2 TOMEK BARTOSZYNSKI Lemma 1.1 gives us some combinatorial representation of null sets. Nevertheless it turns out that this representation is not working satisfactorily. Hence we define a new family of sets which looks much more promising. DEFINITION. A set H c 2 ω is called small iff there exists a partition of ω into pairwise disjoint intervals [I n : n < ω} and a sequence {J n : n < ω} such that
. Denote the set defined by sequences {I n : n < ω] and {J n : n < ω) by Observe that condition (ii) guarantees that the set {I n ,J n )^= ι is null. The next lemma describes the relationship between null and small sets. Proof. Suppose H c 2 ω is a null set. By Lemma 1.1 we can assume that H = {xE2 ω :3°°«xf rc e /"} for some sequence {J n : n < ω}. Fix some sequence of positive reals {ε n : n < ω) such that Σ™ =ι ε n < oc.
Define sequences {n k9 m k : k < ω} as follows 
It is easy to verify that the sets (I n ,J n )™= 1 and (/"', /^)?=i are small. We will show that the union of these two sets is not small. We will need the following technical lemma. Proof. Suppose that this condition does not hold for some small sets
It means that there exists an infinite set X' c ω such that for « G X r there exist s n with domίΛ 1^) = U k(ΞF Ί\ such that j Λ Γ I® G 7 W° and for every /: G i^ and for every / G Z^1 ^^ t dom(/) ^ /.
Let X be an infinite subset of X' such that ίor n, k ^ X F n Γ) F k = 0. Now define x G 2 ω as follows ( otherwise any element not belonging to J k .
It is easy to see that x G (I®,J®)™ =1 and x ί (/ J J,/ /I 1 )~= 1 which is a contradiction. D Now suppose that (I n ,J n )™=ι U (I^Jή)^=i ^s contained in the set Define n k = max(/^') for /: < co. Without loss of generality we can assume that each interval I' k ' intersects at least two 7 π 's and 7^'s.
Since the distances between the endpoints of I n and Γ n are getting bigger and bigger either there are infinitely many intervals I k such that each I k contains an element n ι for some I < ω and the distance of n ι from the endpoints of I k is greater than k or the sequence Γ k has this property.
Without loss of generality we can assume that the first case is satisfied.
Fix sufficiently large k < ω such that I k has the above property. Assume that I k c 7/' U 7/+ x . Notice that from Lemma 1. Recall that / = {* €= 2'*: Let Σ and X denote Σ f and X f respectively for f(n) = 2" for n < ω. For / e ω ω let Ty denote the following sentence VΦ c |φ|<2W Σ / 3A e Λ^Vφ e Φ \/°°nh(n) £ <p(w).
The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader.
LEMMA 2.1. For any functions /, g e ω ω Λ WCΛ /Λα^ Σ^x/ί^)" 1 < oo
T /Ξ T g . D
Before stating the main result of this section recall that B(m) denotes the sentence saying that R is not the union of less than 2 ω null sets. Let D denote the following sentence c |F|<2W <o" 3g e ω ω VfeFVnf(n) < g{n).
Observe that if 2 ω is a regular cardinal then D is equivalent to the existence of 2 ω -scale in ω ω .
Proof. => This imphcation is very easy since any element φ e Σ corresponds with the null subset of 2 ω : since φ(n) c 2 M we can identify ψ(n) with a certain subset of 0-1 sequences of length n. Now consider the set H φ = ([1 + 2 + --+(n -1), 1 + 2 + +/I),<P(H))£1 1 . For given family Φ c Σ apply B(m) to the family (i/ φ : φeΦ) to obtain a required function Ael <= Suppose {// α : α < θ < 2 ω } is a family of null sets. By Lemma 1.1 we can assume that for a < θ H a = {x e 2 ω : 3°°« xf «G /"*} for some sequence {/ w α : Λ < ω} such that Σ^il/ P"" < oo.
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Claim. There exists a family {{J k : k < ω}: a < θ) and a sequence of natural numbers {u k : k < ω] such that Define for a < θ and k < ω
It is easy to check that the above family satisfies conditions (i)-(iii). D Let
H' a = {JC e 2 ω : 5°% c t w^ e/£} for α < 0.
Observe that H a c ^ for α < 0. Thus in order to finish the proof we have to find a real zE2 ω such that z £ i/« for α < 0.
Fix any sequence of positive reals {ε n : n < ω) such that Σ™ =ι 2 n ε n < oo. Using Lemma 1.2 we can express every set H' a as a union of two small sets. Moreover, condition (iii) guarantees that we can do it uniformly for all sets H' a . To be more precise: we can find two sequences {n k ,m k : k < ω} of natural numbers such that All we have to show is that the intersection of the above two sets is also nonempty. Since c/(|Φ|) = ω we can find an increasing sequence {Φ n : n < ω} such that U{ Φ n : n < ω} = Φ and |ΦJ < |Φ| for every n < ω.
Using the assumptions that Φ has the least possible power we can find elements x n e X for n < ω such that V Λ Vφ G Φ Λ V 00 * Now for φ G Φ define functions f φ G ω ω as follows 0 if minimum does not exist.
Using the fact that κ m < κ D and that cf(κ d ) > ω we can find an increasing function / e ω ω such that /(0) = 0 and
It is easy to see that
3. Sets of cardinality < 2 ω .
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that X c 2 ω am/ | ΛΓ| < 2 ω . 77zβw X is null iff X is small. Proof. <-Obvious.
-* Suppose X c 2 ω and A" is contained in some null set if. By 1.2 we can decompose H onto small sets (/", J n )™ =ι and (/", / Λ )* =1 . Without loss of generality we can assume that each interval I n intersects exactly two intervals I k .
For x ^ X define supp(x) = {n: x [ I n G/ n }.
Since |X| < 2 ω there exists an infinite set Y c ω such that for x e X |supp(;c) -Y\ = ω whenever |supp(x) | = ω.
To find such a set consider a family of pairwise almost disjoint subsets of ω of cardinality 2 ω . One of the sets in this family has desired property. Take
It is not very hard to check that the set H' is small and that X c H'. D
We will conclude this section with the analogue of Theorem 2.2. Let SD denote the following sentence 3F c |F|<2 . <o ω Vg€Ξω ω 3/ eFV-ΛgW </(*)-Let U(m) be the sentence saying that every set of cardinality less than 2 ω is null. The following theorem is an easy corollary of Theorem 3.1. [Ba] .
